then depends on the distance between the two sources. The exact theory of the method has been worked out for hydrogen atoms. The results obtained from this investigation are applied to the methyl acrylate reaction. This result is then further employed along with previous data to compute the absolute value of the reaction velocity coefficient between active polymer molecules and monomer. T h e p ressu re of w ater waves u p o n a fixed o b stacle By T. H. Havelock, F.R.S.
1.
The problem to be considered is the resultant fluid pressure upon an obstacle held in position in a train of plane waves advancing over the surface of the water. In a previous paper (1937) I considered the additional resistance on a ship moving through waves, the work being restricted to the first order effect, a purely periodic force which may have an amplitude comparable with the resistance to the ship in still water; further, for the type of ship considered, the usual approximations were made and these included neglecting the effect of reflected or scattered waves as being of the second order. One purpose of the present work is to examine th at assump tion; the approximate method is extended in a certain case to give the variation in amplitude of the surface oscillation along the side of the ship.
The view has been put forward recently th at the mean extra resistance to a ship advancing through waves is due to the reflexion of the waves by the sides of the ship, being in fact analogous to the pressure of radiation; it has been stated, for instance, that the resultant amplitude a t the bow is about one-third greater, and th at a t the stern one-third less, than the amplitude of the incident waves, and empirical formulae for the pressure have been constructed on th at basis. The problem requires, however, a consideration of second order terms which does not appear to have been made for water waves even in simple cases. We consider total reflexion, normal or oblique, by a plane wall, and diffraction by a cylinder of circular or parabolic section, together with approximations for a section of ship form: the results are discussed in relation to the ship problem.
Diffraction of water waves

2.
Consider a fixed cylindrical obstacle in the water, the sides vertical and extending down to an infinite depth; let G be the contour of any hori zontal cross-section. We suppose plane waves of amplitude h to be travelling in the negative direction of Ox; the origin O is in the free surface and Oz is vertically upwards. The velocity potential of the fluid motion is of the form
The pressure condition a t the free surface is satisfied, to the usual first order terms, by or2 -qk. Further, we have
and d(j>jdv = 0 on the contour C. The potential may be expressed in terms of a source distribution over the surface of the cylinder, bu t th a t is, in general, merely a restatement of the problem. We are concerned meantime with an approximate solution when the contour C is of ship form; th at is, we assume Ct o be a contour of small breadth compared with its length We take Ox in the direction of the length and to be an axis of symmetry of the contour. The approximation is the same as th a t used in determining the waves produced by a moving ship. We take the source strength at any point to be determined by the horizontal fluid velocity in the primary motion and by the gradient of the surface at the point. We then replace the obstacle by a plane distribution of sources over the vertical section by the za;-plane. The primary fluid motion in the present case is that of the plane waves. Thus, if (£, 0, -/ ) is a point on the vertical section, and if dy/d£ is the gradient at the corresponding point on the contour, the required distribution of sources over the vertical section is of strength per unit area given by 
where r2 = x 2+ y 2, k = <r2/gr, Hff* = J0 -iY0, and the real part of the expres sion is to be taken.
Let there be a vertical line source extending from the origin downwards, the source strength per unit length at depth f being me~Kf. We substitute this value for m in (4) and integrate with respect to / from 0 to 00. For the last term in (4) this integration gives
Hence the terms in (4) which represent the local oscillations disappear from the integrated result for this particular vertical source distribution; and we obtain the simple result
representing circular waves diverging from the origin. Returning to (3) we see th at the source distribution is made up of vertical line sources of this type, and we obtain for the complete surface elevation In (7), the first term represents the incident waves; further, = -£)2 + y2, and the integration extends over the axial length of the form. I t should be noted th at this result is comparatively simple because we have taken the obstacle to be of infinite draft; for a ship of finite draft there would be terms representing a local surface elevation in addition to the diverging waves from each element. Further, the result is only an approximation and assumes, in fact, th at the additional surface elevation is relatively small.
3.
We shall apply (7) to one case only, so as to estimate the magnitude of the effect due to the scattering of waves by a narrow ship of great draft and of form similar to those for which previous calculations of wave resistance have been made.
The model is of symmetrical form with straight sides, of total length 21, beam 26, and with a parallel middle body of length 2 ; the bow and stern are equal wedges of axial length and of semi-angle where ta n a = 6/(Za).We take the origin a t the centre of the axis, with the positive direction of Ox from stern to bow. Thus we have We shall use this only for the elevation along the axis = 0, as in the corresponding calculation of wave profiles for a ship. We note th a t in these expressions the quantity r is essentially positive. As an example, for a point in the bow wedge, th at is for a < x < l, we have
for a<£,<l.
( 8)
From (7), the surface elevation at any point ( , y) is given by These expressions may be evaluated in terms of two integrals which may be shown to have the following values: The pressure of water waves upon a fixed obstacle 413
We select five points at which to make the calculations, the bow, stern, shoulders and amidships; and, in the notation indicated, we have
We apply 
We calculate only one case, namely, when the wave-length is equal to the total length of the model. Thus, in the notation of (13) we have p x = 6-28; p 3 = 4-0; = 2-28; p4 = 1-72.
We have also a = 0*129. Using tables of Bessel functions, £ may be calcu lated from (14). We are not concerned with the phase of the total oscillation at each point, but only with its amplitude. We find the ratio of the amplitude to th at of the incident waves a t the points -a, to be 1-05, 1*08, 1-09, 0-99 and 0-95 respectively.
The alteration in amplitude a t bow and stern would be greater for a fuller model, and especially for a bluff-ended form. Nevertheless, these approxi mate calculations confirm the view th at for a fine model the modification caused by the reflexion of the incident waves may be treated as a second order correction. I t should also be noted th at these results are for a model of infinite draft; it may be presumed th at the effect would be much smaller for one whose draft is small compared with the wave-length.
4.
For a vertical obstacle of infinite draft, we may readily transfer results from other diffraction problems. The effect of a cylinder of elliptic section would be of special interest, but the analytical solution does not lend itself to computation when the wave-length is of the same order as the length of the axis. I t is, however, worth while examining briefly two other cases from the present point of view.
Let the cylinder be circular, its water plane section being the circle r = a. For plane waves of amplitude h moving in the negative direction of Ox, the complete solution is given by
where tr2 = gK, and bn = Putting r = a i n the expression for the surface elevation, and reducing by means of relations for the Bessel functions, we obtain on the cylinder -(C'o+2 2 * wC'ncos^) 5
TTKd \ i J where
Cn = l/H {2)'(i<a).
Computation from this expression, which involves tabulation of J!f 2+ Y!^, can be carried out without much difficulty except when k c l is large. A detailed study might be of interest, but for the present purpose the following results suffice to show the variation of amplitude round the cylinder. The numbers in table 1 give the ratio of the amplitude a t each point to the amplitude of the incident waves; 0 = 0° corresponds to the bow and = 180° to the stern. In the parabolic co-ordinates defined by = (£ + iy)2, of the cylinder is given by y = y0.
the section
The velocity potential of the motion is
where the constant C is given by
For the surface elevation on the cylinder, we have £ = ihei{< Tt~KX)i y 1 + Cj e~2*2 eftj.
I t follows th at the amplitude of the oscillation is constant round the boundary. From (21) and (22) we find th at this amplitude is h/p, where p is given by These may be compared with the corresponding values a t = 0 for the circular cylinder. When kcl i s small, we obtain from (23) the value 1 + (nKaJ2)i for the ratio of the amplitude to th a t of the incident waves. We may, possibly, use this to give an upper limit for the resultant amplitude a t the bow of a ship if we regard the front half of the ship as a parabola with its vertex a t the bow. For instance, consider the model examined in § 3. Instead of a wedge-shaped bow, suppose it is rounded off into a parabola with its vertex at the bow and joining on to the parallel middle body at a distance of 5-81 ft. from the bow, the beam a t th a t point being 1*5 ft. W ith these data, and taking the same wave-length of 16 ft., we find th a t Ka, -0*019. From the approximate formula, this gives a relative amplitude a t the bow of 1*17. Comparing with the previous calculations, this seems a reasonable estimate, in spite of the various assumptions; the ratio would, of course, be greater for smaller wave-lengths.
The pressure of water waves
6.
For the resultant pressure upon the obstacle, the first order effect is a purely periodic force with zero mean value; this was the effect considered in the previous paper (1937) and applied to a ship among waves. To obtain a steady mean force different from zero we have to proceed to second order terms; although much work was done a t one time on the pressure of vibra tions, water waves do not seem to have been considered in this connexion.
We begin with plane waves, and the only general result we need is th a t given by Rayleigh (1915) , th a t the usual first order expression for the velocity potential is also correct to the second order, the next term being of the third order; this was shown to be the case both for progressive waves and for stationary oscillations. There are, however, second order terms in the surface elevation.
Consider plane waves incident directly upon the plane = 0 as a fixed boundary. We take 56 = (2gh/ar) eK S cos kx sin at, 
the pressure conditions at z = £, given by (25), are satisfie order, namely p = 0 and dp dcj> dp dt d xdx dz dz
To the first order, (24) and (25) represent plane waves of amplitude h reflected at the plane x = 0. We may now evaluate the addition upon this plane per unit width. We put = 0 in (27) and integrate with respect to z from -oo to £. The first order term is the periodic force (2 gph/ic)cos crt; for the additional quadratic terms we obtain
the second term in (28) copaing from the expansion of e*£. We put in the value of £ from (25), noting that we only need this to the first order; and we obtain for the additional steady force P per unit width of the plane, taking mean values,
The pressure of water waves upon a fixed obstacle 417 where h is the amplitude of the incident waves. It may be remarked that instead of using the fact that the second order term in the expansion of < f > is zero, it would have sufficed for the present purpose to assume < j) to be purely periodic, an assumption made by Larmor (1920) in the corresponding calculation for sound waves. It is well known that waves of finite amplitude possess linear momentum in the direction of propagation; the average amount, to second order terms, is nphW per wave length, V being the wave velocity. On the other hand, if we calculate the rate of transfer of linear momentum across a vertical plane, we obtain an average rate of \gph2; this gives in one period one-half the average momentum in one wave-length. The average pressure P given by (29) may be regarded as due to the reversal of this flow of momentum. We notiee also that P is equal to one-half the average density of energy in the standing oscillations, and this may again be connected with the fact that the group velocity for water waves is one-half the wave velocity. For plane waves of amplitude h incident upon the plane 0 at an angle a to the plane, we may take < f> = (2gh/cr) eK Z cos (kx sin a) sin (crt -Ky cos a),l £ = 2 hcos (kx sin a) cos -Ky cos a).
We obtain now, instead of (28), the quadratic terms for the additional pressure as -£<7/o£2 -I-2 gph2 cos (crt -Ky cos a)
-gph2{cos2 a cos2 (crt -Ky cos a) + sin2 (ai -Ky cos a)}.
Taking mean values, this gives P =
7.
We proceed similarly for any fixed cylinder of infinite draft with vertical sides; it is not necessary to examine the second order terms for the surface elevation, and we assume th at the velocity potential is correct up to th at order, or at least that any second order term is purely periodic.
Consider the solution for the circular cylinder which was given in §4. We write it as
where L, M are functions of r ,6 which may be obtained f At any point on the cylinder we have
with r = a ,and the accent denoting d/dd. We integrate with respect to z from -oo to £ and expand to second order terms; then for the resultant force we multiply by a cos Odd and integrate round the circle.
I t is readily seen th at the first order term in the additional force is a periodic effect of amount
From the quadratic terms we get, after taking mean values, the steady additional force
and bn = in/H®y(ic We have
where the asterisk denotes the conjugate complex. Putting in the value of bn and using properties of the Bessel functions, these expressions may be reduced to a simple form ; we obtain finally nfn+1 ))2_____1__________ .
7T 2X3« 3 o (
the argument of the Bessel functions being xa. The series in (39) occurs also in an expression given by Nicholson (1912) in a similar problem for electromagnetic waves. Some values had been calculated before this reference was known, and with Nicholson's values for the series we have the results in table 3. Table 3 Ka Oo 1-0 2*0 3-0 5-0 R/%gph2a 0-429 0-998 0-940 0-950 0-965 I t was shown by Nicholson th at when is large, the series approximates to the value \n 2xzaz; hence when the wave-length is small compared with the diameter of the cylinder, we have approximately
This agrees with the limiting value if we assume total reflexion over the front half of the cylinder and a complete shadow over the rear half, and apply to each element the expression (32) for total oblique reflexion from a plane; for we then have
Although this limiting value is obtained theoretically as an extreme case for short waves, it is interesting to note from the preceding table th a t it is practically attained for comparatively long waves of wave-length even larger than the diameter. This consideration suggests using the method to give an upper limit for cylinders whose section is more like th at of a ship.
8.
Consider a cylinder with vertical sides, the horizontal section being of ship form and symmetrical about Ox. We assume total reflexion by the sides of the ship from the bow back to where the sides become parallel to Ox, and we assume a complete shadow aft of th at point.
For the model of § 3, in which the bow is a wedge of semi-angle a, we obtain for the total resistance B = \gph2B sin2 a,
The pressure of water waves upon a fixed o
where B = 2b = beam.
In general, for any form of the front portion of the model, we have
In (43), a is the angle the tangent to the form makes with and the bar denotes the mean value of sin2 a with respect to the beam of the ship.
Suppose, for instance, th at the section of the model is the ellipse x2ja2 + y 2lb2 = 1. I t is easily shown th a t in this case
This would be a full form of model. If we take as an average ratio of length to beam, we find from (44) th at the mean value of sin2 a is 0-17. The mean value is less for models with moderate bow angle; probably an average value would be about 0-1, with still smaller values for models with fine lines.
In a recent paper Kreitner (1939) has put forward the proposition th a t the extra resistance to a ship among waves is nothing else than the radiation pressure of the ocean waves. The semi-empirical formula given by Kreitner for this force upon a ship at rest in a train of waves is R = gph2B sin a, in the present notation, in which h is the amplitude of the incident waves; the last factor is a mean value for the angle of entrance not clearly defined. The derivation of this formula is not clear, but it appears to be based upon an estimate of the difference of resultant amplitude at bow and stern, and upon taking the mean value of the hydrostatic pressure due to the surface elevation. This latter assumption is incorrect; and further, we found in (43), th a t the last factor should be the mean value of sin2 a taken across the beam. Numerically, for usual ship forms, these differences result in (43) giving about one-fifth of the value from (45). For a certain model, a ship with full lines, the relevant data are B = 69-2 ft., L -530 ft., h = 2^ ft. If we as to be an ellipse and used (44), we should have 0-175 as the mean value of sin2 a; but this is certainly too large and we take a smaller value, say 0-12. W ith these values, (43) gives a force of 0-6 ton. This is, moreover, an upper limit and also assumes the ship to have vertical sides and to be of great draft. The recorded extra resistance for this ship is given as about 2-8 tons; but this was for a model advancing through the waves.
The steady pressures we have been considering will certainly be increased if the ship is itself in steady motion through the waves, but the problem then becomes complicated and, in practice, many other factors m ust be taken into account. The wave resistance of the ship, as calculated for uniform motion through still water, is probably altered; moreover, the motion of the ship, and in particular its pitching and other oscillations, must have an im portant influence. I t may well be th a t interactions between first order effects which in themselves are purely periodic may, through phase differences, give rise to steady additional resistances.
The calculations which have been made here refer to a model held at rest in a train of waves. The only reference to experiments of this nature appears to be in a paper by K ent and Cutland (1935) . The model was No. 1255 of the National Physical Laboratory, and the dimensions were: length = 16 ft., beam = 1-92 ft., draft = 0-52 ft. For this model the mean value of sin2 a was probably not more than 0*1. If we suppose the wave amplitude, th a t is half the wave height, to be 2 in. for waves, say, 5 ft. in length, then (43) gives as an upper limit a force of 0-17 lb. The experimental results were not published, no doubt because this particular experiment was only incidental to the main investigation; but it may be taken th a t the calculated value obtained here is of the order of one-half the measured value for waves of the given height and length. Here, again, although the model is said to be a t rest, it has necessarily a certain small amount of freedom for oscillatory motion. While such motion might be expected to diminish the magnitude of the pressures we have been considering, it may also bring other effects into operation. Further experiments of this nature, with more detailed measurements, would be of great interest.
The immediate object of the present work was to examine, in cases amenable to calculation, the magnitude of the mean force obtainable on the analogy of radiation pressure. The general conclusion is th a t while such a force exists as a contributory cause, it is insufficient to account for the extra resistance observed in a ship advancing through waves; in those circumstances the total effect is probably the result of several factors of approximately equal importance.
